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Iron Wetsuit and Shorts Instructions

NOTE: Our Iron suits are double-glued so they will feel extra stiff and tight when you first put them on. After
wearing the suit 10-12 times, the glue will break in and the suit will be very comfortable. If you have concerns
about how your suit fits, please contact us and ask for Mike.
NOTE: After each use, rinse the suit with fresh water and hang it to dry. Try to keep the suit from being in the
sun for extended periods of time, especially when not in use.

PUTTING THE WETSUIT ON
The first time is the most difficult time to put the suit on. Pull the suit up over your legs and hips. Then slide
one arm at a time through each sleeve. Now you have to get in the water and float on your back as you pull both
sides of the zipper towards each other. The water helps the suit stretch, so do this until you can get both sides
of the zipper to touch. This may take 10 - 15 minutes.
Now get back in the boat and have someone help you zip the suit closed. You must grip both sides of the
zipper and pull them together as another person zips the suit up. Start at the bottom and inch your way up the
suit until it’s completely zipped. After the first use of the suit, you will be able to zip it closed on your own.
PUTTING THE IRON SHORTS ON
You will have to inch the shorts up your legs and then up over your hips. Once you have the shorts on,
there will be a gap in the back of the waist. This is because of the shorts have a double-glued build which limits
stretching. They are designed to be worn under your Iron suit so the gap will not be an issue.

